Tamil Nadu Text Book and Educational Services Corporation, Chennai – 600 006
R.C.No.11088/C1/2017
TNTB&ESC – Procurement of Automatic Electrical Sanitary Napkin Incinerators
Pre-Bid Meeting held on 20.03.2018 at 3.00 p.m
Sl.No.
1.

Queries Raised
1. What is the final quantity allotted to L1
bidder.
2. Is there any possibility to
a. Revise the lead time.
b. Split the tender.
c. Revise the Tech. Specification (Or the
one given in the bid is final)
d. Revision in quantity of requirement.
3. The Dimension of Machine is not given in
the bid.

2.
3.

4. Power Point Provision is in under whose
scope of work. It is not given, In some
places we may have to draw a Power Point
to the spot of fixing the Incinerator. The
length will vary from Place to Place. Ideally
it will be in the scope of the local body. To
avoid complication on either side, preferably
the points are determined and Power point
is provided.
Delivery Time (Instead of 120 days) Need
Batch delivery
When we show the bank facility of 1 Crore
before Tender Date (or) After?

Clarification for Remarks
Bid condition confirmed

Bid condition confirmed

Machine Dimensions should
confirm to optimum safe
working condition as per
tender specification.
Power connection point will
be available in the schools.

Bid condition confirmed

Shall we apply for 60% of quantity or 100%
only.
Bid condition confirmed
When will we know the Installation
locations.
Shall we responsive for Electrical line also.
4.

1. Document fee Rs.15,750/- is it to be paid if
downloaded from website with tender
document.

Bid condition confirmed

2. It there any Dimension Criteria.

3. If the Machine is having higher specification
than the required Technical Specification is
it acceptable or not.

5.

6.

Machines dimensions should
confirm to Optimum safe
working condition as per
tender specification.
Confirm
to
Tender
Specification

4. Is the time period of 120 days is for the total
quantity of the order or specified quantity for
120 day period
Give chance to Co-operative Society
(Kendriya Bhandar) for supply of Machines.

Bid condition confirmed

1. Clear Dimensions for Machine.

Machine dimensions should
confirm to safe working
condition as per tender
specification

2. 1.2 m.m M.S (or) S.S ?

Bid condition confirmed

3. Smoke pipe materials
4. As stated in the tender bid, we are
disappointed to find that consortium bids
are not acceptable. While it was applicable
to many other tenders before, why not for
this tender and it would have been very
beneficial if consortium is allowed as the
value is quite high and the time duration of
supply is considerably less.
5. Most importantly, when there is huge benefit
offered to Micro and Small Enterprises when
registered with NSIC which is a single point
registration scheme viz. exemption of tender fee
and EMD, why this is not made applicable for
this tender?

6. The period of supply and installation of 100% of
the ordered quantity mentioned as 120 days is
relatively very short and request is made to
make considerable changes in that.
7. Payment terms as per the tender is absolutely
not lenient as it will be a great burden for a
manufacture to process the order without any
encumbrance if he can raise the bill only after
the supply and installation of all the machines
mentioned in the purchase order. We would
request stating that it would be hassle free if
the payment is released for supplies in
batches of considerable no. of machines within
a period of time.

Bid condition confirmed

As per the provision under
rule 14(1) of Tamil Nadu
Transparency in Tenders
Rules 2000, any category of
tenderers
specifically
exempted by the Government
from the payment of EMD are
not required to make the
deposit along with the bid.
Bid condition confirmed

Bid condition confirmed

7.

1. One year returns to be eligible.
2. Based on Quality and Service can be eligible.
3. Completion Time.

Bid condition confirmed

4. Single order or distributed.
5. List of places.
6. Specific Specifications.

8.

9.

10.

11.

7. OEM Mandatory
1. Steel made out what 1.2 MM. Whether mild
steel or stainless steel if Stainless Steel then
whether quality – 304 / or 316.
2. Pipes – Exhaust – Specifications of Printers.
3. Specification of flexible steel hose.
4. Power cord specifications.
5. If M.S then CR sheet or Zink Coated sheet or
Colour Sheet.
6. If Zink Coated
How much Zink per square meter
i.e., R- 300/400/450/600/750gms
1. Consortium bids are not acceptable, the
product distributors are how to participate in
tender ?
2. Warranty : 1 year for manufacture defects.
6 months for Electrical items
3. School “HM” can be responsible for delivery,
Installation of m/c – acceptance for bills
clearance also his acceptance is enough
instead of CEO.
4. Supply time: 120 – 150 days required.
5. Security Deposit : 0.5% instead of 5% of value,
and it for 6 months.
6. Payment Advance =
%
Against supply
=
%
Final Payment
=
%
7.List of school details required.
Capacity mentioned as 5 to 10 pads per cycle with
minimum of 200 pads / day.
Shall we consider this as minimum requirement?
If our machine is having a capacity of 15 to 20
pads per cycle with minimum of 200 pads / day is
acceptable?
1. It is going to be a single order for all 4161 units
or RC for one year. IN your payment term, only
a single bill for all 4161 units to be given on
completion.

Machine dimensions should
confirm
to
optimum
safe
working condition as per tender
specification.
Bid condition confirmed
Confirm
to
the
Tender
Specifications

Confirm
to
Specifications

the

Tender

Confirm
to
Specifications

the

Tender

Bid condition confirmed

Confirm to
Specification.

the

Tender

Bid condition confirmed

2. Can the EMD be exempted for SSI units by T.N.

12.

13.

14.

As per the provision under Rule
14(1) of the Tamil Nadu
Transparency In Tenders Rules,
2000, any category of tenderers
specifically exempted by the
Government from the payment
of EMD are not required to
make the deposit along with the
bid.

3. The running feet of G.I. Pipe Line to let out
the smoke depends on the place of
installation which will vary. Can this piping
cost be excluded from taking into account
on L1. Only the machine cost to be taken
as L1 at decided.

Bid condition confirmed

4. To give weight age for established units can
be the supply eligibility be increased
manufactures to have supplied minimum
50% of the quantity tendered in the last 2
years.
5. Manufacturer should have been in the field
at least for a period of 3 years as proof on a
SSI Certificate.
6. What is the tender value.
7. Steel. M.S or S.S.

Confirm
to
Specification.

Tender

Why First time manufacturers who has the
experience of designing for more than two
decades cannot / can participated for this tender if
they fit in quality norms or even have U.S.P. which
Bid condition confirmed
is not in any brand.
Tender Condition
1. 10% of quantity supply can it be
incurred.
Bid condition confirmed
2. If turnover condition can be waived
1 core to 50 lakhs
1. EMD exemption available for NSIC for & As per the provision under Rule
MSME Certificate holder.
14(1) of the Tamil Nadu
Transparency in Tenders Rules,
2000, any category of tenderers
specifically exempted by the
Government from the payment
of EMD are not required to
make the deposit along with the
bid.
2. Total Project Estimation value.
Bid condition confirmed
3. Geo Tag Technology can be applied.
Confirm to the Tender
Specification

4. Machine Dimension.

15.

5. Quantity per District wise .
1. What is the time line to deliver the product.
2.

Machine dimensions should
confirm to optimum safe
working condition as per
tender specification.
Bid condition confirmed

Shall we supplied partially.
Bid condition confirmed

3.
16.

What is the ending supply date.

1. Private Work Order is OK ? for 3 years ?
2. Lab Equipment list what are they.
3. Exemption for EMD?

4. Testing of sample who will do? Whether
manufacture (or) Corporation Lab?
5. Order will be in the mentioned quantity
4161? or spilited order will be given.
6. Specification of machine not in clear?

17.

Bid condition confirmed
As per the provision under
Rule 14(1) of the Tamil Nadu
Transparency in Tenders
Rules 2000, any category of
tenderers
specifically
exempted by the Government
from the payment of EMD are
not required to make the
deposit along with the bid.
Bid condition confirmed

Machine Dimension should
confirm to optimum safe
working condition as per
tender specification.

PDF Format – Annexures filling the blanks.
1. Shall we use PDF editor to fill in the blanks ?
Or
2. We should fill in with ink pen ?
3. The Annexures and documents should be
printed in Company letter head or Plain white
paper?
4. Performance Certificate from one supplier is
ok or more required?
5. Documentary proof for manufacturing of
Automatic
Electrical
Sanitary
Napkin
Incinerators at least 3 year.
Proof ISO – Certificate is OK ?
Or
Any other Production document required.

Bid conditions confirmed

Bid conditions confirmed

6. Payment Terms
80% - How many days after Installation.
10% - How many days after Installation.
10% - How many days after Installation.

18.

19.

7. Location of all schools, Higher Secondary?
8. About Electrification 15 A Socket
9. Electrical Provisions in School – whose
responsibility.
10. The socket box has to be 15A withstanding.
Who will ensure.

Bid conditions confirmed

1. What is the approximate size of machines ?

Machine Dimensions should
confirm to optimum safe
working condition as per
tender specification.

2. Which type of metal can we use machines.
Steel / mild
1.Performance
One Performance
Certificate.
Certificate is ok or more
required.
2.Annexures 1 - XII
1.PDF format should be
downloaded in Tenderer /
Supplier Letter head or in
Bonded paper.
To fill in columns shall be
Hand
written
using
Indelible Pen or Typed at
fill in columns.
3.Audited
Balance As per annexure it is
sheet and Profit and given
Loss statement as per 2013-14 values shall be
Annexure III
given ?
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
4.Documentry
1. Self declaration by our
evidence in support of MD ok?
the
production
capacity
of
the 2. What else documents
tenderer is enclosed.
to be given?
5. Whether the Tender In Tender letter head to
document in original be taken or plain Bonded
are duly signed in paper ok?
each page
6. Documentary proof 1. Shall we give ISO
for manufacturing of Certificate as a proof ?
Automatic
Electrical
Sanitary
Napkin 2.What else documents
Incinerator at least 3 to be given?
year

Bid conditions confirmed

Bid conditions confirmed

7. Location of Schools,
Electrical
Facilities,
Contact
person
required.
8.Covering Letter

About the Company ?
Bid conditions confirmed

9. Payment details

More
required.

clarification

Sd/Managing Director/
Tender Inviting Authority
Tamil Nadu Textbook and
Educational Services Corporation
Chennai-6

